THE CAST IRON FOUNTAINS AT THE GORE OF KING STREET

Scanned from Hamilton 1913 Centennial volume , Herbert Lister Compiler and Publisher
'

INTRODUCTION

A photographic image reproduced in a volume issued on the occasion of the 1913 Hamilton Industrial
Exposition shows two fountains in operation at the Gore. The undated image is externally titled
“Opening of Gore Park”. The stature of the saplings planted in the fenced green may indicate a date
near 1859, when a fountain was placed at the West End of the Gore to mark the inauguration of the
city’s steam-powered waterworks. (Sapling size alone is inconclusive, as plantings may have to be
renewed before becoming large enough to resist vandalism.) The pattern of water play evident at the
eastern fountain suggests that it was outfitted with upward-trained jets mounted at the level of the pool
parapet. No such jets are in operation at the West Fountain. Both fountain pools are railed.

The Gore is much photographed. Comparison with a re-photograph of a similar view indicates that the
East Fountain was east of John Street, but not east of Caroline.1 A photographic image of a fountain
published in “The Hamilton Centennial 1846-1946” is identified by an external caption as “The ‘East’
Fountain which stood on King St. East before the present site of the Royal Connaught Hotel.”2 No date
is indicated. The Connaught was, and is, on King between John and Caroline Streets.
WEST FOUNTAINS
The Gore is a dense cultural landscape which has been furnished with numerous amenities and
memorials since becoming a customary public square after 1816 and municipal property circa 1850.3
The earliest photographically recorded ensemble shows a rectangular yard within an iron railed
enclosure, with turnstiles at entrances, an ornamental fountain with circular pool within a circular
railing, walks of indeterminate paving, and some plantings.
The first ornamental fountain was placed on the site in 1859, and intended, along with the
companionate railings, to commemorate the construction of steam-powered pumps raising a supply of
potable water from Lake Ontario to a reservoir on a bench of the escarpment, whence it fell to the
commercial and industrial centre in the vicinity of the Gore.
This first West Fountain was removed from the site in 1959, and some or all of its remnants placed in
storage at that time. However, in a newspaper report of the following year, the superintendent of parks
is cited as saying that while the “top section and smaller bowl of the fountain were still intact”, the
remainder had been “demolished”. 4 Presumably by “top section” was meant the finial alone. Further
loss of fabric may have occurred in 1996, when drawings made in preparation for a restoration/
reproduction project indicate that the surviving finial and bowl were to be modified. The finial was to
be shortened, and a piercing of the bowl enlarged. It remains to be seen if these alterations were carried
out. At that time the survivals were incorporated with newly fabricated parts, both structural and
decorative, into the present West Fountain. (Fig. 1.) This object was produced at the initiative of the
Fountain Foundation, a sub-committee of the Head of the Lake Historical Society. The Foundation was
organized for the purpose of memorializing the sesquicentennial anniversary of Hamilton’s
incorporation as a city by returning a historic emblem of the town to its ceremonial centre. The records
of the Foundation are held among the Special Collections of the Hamilton Public Library, where they
were consulted in the preparation of this report.
The 1996 Fountain Foundation project entailed
a) the fabrication of replacement parts, and their assembly with historic survivals, to a concrete
pedestal, with levelling wedges, and the provision of jets at the parapet -- that is to say, all the elements
relating to the ornament and play of the fountain
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Bowl and finial, said to be 1859, at McCoy Foundry premises, Troy, May 1996.
Photo: Paul Hourigan, The Spectator, detail. Hamilton Public Library Special Collections
b) the construction of the pool and parapet, including the concrete pedestal of the fountain, and the
pump chamber. In addition, an ornamental fence of iron was planned for installation to the pool
parapet, but was never executed. (Missett)
c)the provision of waterworks, including a wind sensor to prevent overspray by governing the feed to
the play
d) provision of an electrical supply, and associated lighting instruments, within the bowls of the
fountain and the pool
e) associated landscaping.

Only the first of these items is within the scope of this inquiry. We begin with an outline of the history.
HISTORY
While publicity and fund-raising were ongoing from 1995 on, the Foundation struck a technical
committee which at the outset entertained the proposal of Crystal Fountains, a firm specializing in
ornamental waterworks.
Crystal Fountains commissioned drawings from an American firm prominent in the field, Historical
Arts and Castings of West Jordan, Utah. On hand at present are five sheets , available electronically in
Portable Document File format. Whether the City holds these files in the writeable Computer Assisted
Drawing format in which they were created is not known.
After the drawings had been produced, from unknown source material presumed to be mainly
photographic, the relationship between the Foundation and Crystal Fountains was severed, and neither
Crystal Fountains nor Historical Arts contributed further to the project.5
A contact between the Foundation and the McCoy Foundry was made, and this new relationship
eventuated in the production of patterns and castings by McCoy which reproduced, to what degree of
accuracy is not known, the lost elements of the 1859 fountain. (Figure 2.) Negatives of photographs
taken by Spectator photographers in 1959, immediately before the removal of the fountain from the
Gore, were scanned and provide images which show divergence from the original ornament.
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Historical must have been given some measured numbers however, as dimensions for the historic elements of the
fountain appear in their drawings.

Foreground leaves appear to have been
blast cleaned to white. Subsequent
surface treatment, if any, is not known.

Cast ornament at the
McCoy Foundry, May
1996 – photo Paul
Hourigan, the Spectator
- detail

Decorative elements were assembled to structural at the McCoy shops, and the ensemble
was presented publicly at the McCoy premises on 28 August, 1996. The fountain was
then partially dismantled and the sub-assemblies transported to the Gore for installation
on or about 15 October, 1996. However, one band of decoration, the egg and dart
moulding supplied for fastening to the rim of the lower bowl, was not assembled to the
structure at that time. These castings were deemed unsatisfactory by those carrying out
the installation, as it was felt they would direct water too far from the perpendicular,
causing it to fall onto the walkway around the fountain pool. By this time relations
between McCoy Foundry and the Fountain Foundation had become strained due to other
matters. Not wishing to create a fresh irritant with McCoy, Foundation members led by
Dennis Missett approached Daniel Peace of Dominion Pattern Works in Princess Street,
Hamilton, with an order for a new pattern for the egg and dart band. This was duly cast,
on the initiative of Mr. Peace, by Lake Foundry in Grimsby. These castings were
reportedly installed to the fountain in the spring of 1997. At present, their counterparts,
the castings made by McCoy, repose in the pump room beneath the existing fountain.

Harry McCoy with the fountain
assembled at McCoy Foundry, 28
August 1996. The egg and dart
moulding was removed before
installation at the Gore and never used.
Photo – Barry Gray, The Spectator

Statement of Commemorative Intent
On inquiry, I am told that there exists no statement of commemorative intent for the West
Fountain. Such a statement would be a helpful prerequisite to a program for the
maintenance of the commemorative integrity of the artifact. In particular, it would be
useful to define whether the fountain is valued as an engineering work (presumably en
suite with the pumphouse and the remnants of the Barton reservoir and other survivals
associated with the 1859 waterworks), as an object of decorative art, or both, since this
has implications for choices in conservation.

Photo: Dudley Witney 1998

Barton Reservoir

Photo: Robert Saynor 1946 Hamilton Public Library Special
Collections

Manhole cover,
Mulberry near James.

As noted above, drawings made by Historical Arts and Castings are held at least in PDF
format. It is not known if they are held in the CAD format in which they were produced;
nor is it known to what extent these drawings were the basis for patterns used in casting
fountain elements. No as-built drawings have been found.
The accounts of the Fountain Foundation indicate that other design work was paid. In
particular, the item titled “blueprints” should be traced. (This probably pertains to the
replacement egg and dart castings.)
Information flowing from participants in the 1996 restoration should be recorded.
Patterns made by McCoy may or may not be extant, and may be more or less difficult to
obtain. During a telephone conversation we had with Mr. Verne Mills, head of sales at the
McCoy Foundry, on 19 Dec. 2006 , Mr. Mills asserted that
a) there were no patterns left; or if there were, they would be very difficult to locate
b) in any case, the City was not the owner of the patterns, as McCoy had not been fully
paid, and
c) the McCoy pattern maker did not work from drawings, as none were provided.
However, the reliability of Mr. Mills’s remarks is uncertain, as is the extent of his
involvement in the 1996 project.
During a conversation we had with Mr. Daniel Peace, President, Dominion Pattern Works
on 20 Dec 2006, at his place of business in Princess Street, Hamilton, Mr Peace offered to
contact Mr Mills in order to obtain a clearer picture of the likelihood that the McCoy
patterns are still extant.
Mr. Peace recalled that a pattern or patterns for the egg and dart moulding had been made
in his shop, and thought it likely that he had photographs and drawings, and perhaps the
pattern on the premises, though this last might rather be at the foundry.

Above: Dominion Patterns
egg and dart moulding. At
right, original moulding
supplied by McCoy.

ASSEMBLY DETAILS

As already noted, as-built records have not been found, though we do have a list of invoices paid
indicating suppliers of goods and services to the 1996 restoration project, as well as oral information
from a participant, Dennis Missett. Mr. Missett was closely involved in all stages of the acquisition and
erection of the 1996 fountain. I spoke with him at length on 14 Dec, 2006.
Photographs taken on the day of erection by a photographer on assignment from the Spectator show
that the fountain arrived on site as sub-assemblies with most decorative elements already affixed.
(Figures 7, 8, 9, 10.) Parts appear to be attached with bolts, with some welds.

Photo – Ted
Brellisford,
Hamilton Spectator ,
16 Oct. 1996

The inset shows the upper finial as it is today. The topmost piece is a threaded nipple. According to
Dennis Missett, a finial spike was supplied, but set aside because the spray pattern it produced was not
pleasing.

Lower base joint.
Presumed internal fish
plates fastened by
Allen Head screws
tied the matching
halves. The vertical
joint was then welded.
Photo Dec. 2006.

From photographs, it appears that column sections are welded spigot fits. Also welded is the vertical
seam where the base halves meet. There may be plug welds over the heads of the fasteners fixing the
ornamental leaves to the columns.
Welding on cast iron is generally problematic because of the composition of the material itself. When
metal deforms its crystals must slide over one another. The structure of cast iron does not easily allow

this, so expansion and contraction due to heating and cooling can produce cracking. Pre- and post
heating are required to produce safe results. Even so, some zone of the weld will heat and cool so
quickly that the carbon in the carbon-and- iron alloy that is cast iron is redistributed and produces a
region of metal which is much harder than the adjacent matrix.

Crack at weld,
near top of bottom
base pair, south
side. This is the
only visible crack
on about eight feet
of weld.

Galvanic corrosion in metals can occur wherever there is a discontinuity of the fabric. Differences can
arise within the matrix of the metal itself, at pronounced surface flaws, at the location of impurities
tightly bound to the surface, at joints between mating parts, at fasteners, particularly when these are of
metal dissimilar to the parts being fastened, and at welds.
Cast iron is an alloy of iron, carbon and silicon. The properties of the alloy vary with the amount of
carbon and other elements present, and the way in which the carbon is distributed among the iron in
the matrix of the alloy. 6When rust appears on the surface of cast iron, its formation becomes self
perpetuating. Iron oxide is produced in the first instance by reactions, via water acting as an electrolyte,
between differences in the microstructure of the alloy or between the iron and a particle of some
impurity. Once the oxide appears, the iron reacts with it in turn. Wetted iron is anodic to its own oxide.
The oxide has a larger volume than iron, and tends to be friable, spongy and damp.
Since rust is expansive, maintaining the isolation of mating surfaces by gaskets and sealants is
necessary to forestall jacking between parts.
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The cast iron best suited for pouring differs slightly from that preferred for strength. It would be of interest to know if
the fountain ornament is identical to that of the columns or not. Such a difference might account for the fact that no
ornamental leaves seem to have survived with the HMST fountain remnants.

Rust jacking of steel
plate.

Mating surfaces where
bowl segments are
bolted together. Photo –
Susan Maltby 2005/06 detail

The bolts specified in Historical Casting’s drawings were high strength stainless steel. What was
installed is not known. In response to a query, Historical now says that high strength is no longer
specified, but stainless 304 (18-8) or 316 (18-10) is still preferred. This is probably because stainless
forms an adherent passive film on its surface, which should prevent seizure of the fastener to its cast
iron surroundings. Historically, the tendency for corrosion to arise around fasteners, making them
difficult to withdraw was countered by coating with an oil and graphite mix.7 Similar compounds,
based on graphite, remain in use today. In the past cast iron was often fastened with wrought iron,
which would deteriorate. This may account for the alleged poor state, not apparent from photographs,
of the original 1859 elements which were discarded in 1959. Attempts to withdraw frozen fasteners
could have damaged the castings.
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Communication from Alex Barbour, who adds that the graphite was used dry in places like flour mills where oil would
attract dust.

PROVENANCE OF THE 1859 FOUNTAIN
The possibilities are that the fountain was locally designed, patterned, and cast; or that one or more of
design, pattern, or casting was imported from the United States or the U.K. – most likely, Scotland.
a) Catalogue search.
The market predominance of a few large American and Scottish suppliers of ornamental/ architectural
iron work in this period raises the possibility that the 1859 fountains were purchased by catalogue from
one of these firms. A query to Robinson Iron of Alexander City, Alabama, the firm which retains the
legacy of J.L. Mott Ironworks, yielded a negative reply. The catalogues of other American firms could
be checked.
A query to the internet site of the Scottish Ironwork Foundation has been sent, but no reply received as
yet.
b) review of primary sources
Primary documents could be reviewed for overlooked details and unexplored leads. In reviewing a
chronology of the construction of the 1859 waterworks published by Professor James, the authority in
this matter, we find three entries of relevance to our inquiry:
On June 2, 1859, “The [Water] Commissioners wrote to the Fire and Water Committee regarding the
improvement of the Gore in King Street, with a view to placing a fountain there.” No reference is
given.
Secondly, on July 4, 1859, “The fountain in the Gore was set playing in the presence of Mr Robert
Blaikie of the publishing firm in Glasgow.” 8 The reference is to a single line in the Spectator for July 5,
1859, which contains the further detail that Blaikie’s firm was “Blaikie and Sons.” An internet search
yields no Blaikie and Sons but rather Blackie and Son, publishers at Glasgow. These individuals were
John Blackie Senior and Junior. John Junior had a younger brother Robert. A Blackie fonds at Glasgow
University Archive contains diaries, personal effects and photographs, as well as business records. A
search in that direction might lead to the identity of the maker of the fountain which was set playing for
Robert, and the significance of the Glasgow connection.
Thirdly, on Aug 29 1859, “plans to improve the downtown area of King and James Streets, known as
the Gore, and turn it into a park with decorative fountains were discussed at a special meeting of the
[City] Council…”
The August 29 date given here is a transcription error, as recurrence to the sources cited for this entry,
the Spectator and Council minutes, shows. The Spec report appeared on
Aug 22, and was of a meeting held on Aug. 20. Neither the Spec report nor the meeting minutes
mention fountains, so James (or his assistant, Allen Dick, who is credited in the front matter of James’s
book with the research underlying this chapter) has interpolated the fountains from another, uncited
source – perhaps reports of the Fire and Water Committee. Presumably these reports or financial
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That the fountain was operational appears anomalous as the pumps were not started until October. However, James
explains at another place that the water supplied was rainwater which had accumulated in the near-completed Barton
reservoir. (James lecture online at uoguelph.)

accounts remain to be re-traced, probably in the Special Collections of the McMaster University
Libraries. An initial query to that resource has so far gone unanswered.
Finally, a compilation of waterworks construction costs prepared by James includes an item titled
“Gore Improvement Acc’t”, under which is recorded a sum paid to “J.Taylor, and Addison, and Leitch
on account of contracts and including advances to be reimbursed.” One of these men, Leitch, was a
correspondent of John Young (Weaver) some of whose papers are at Hamilton Public Library. A search
there may yield something.
Integrity
Was the finial shortened? Was the bowl piercing enlarged? Drawings prepared by Historical Arts show
these changes were proposed. The spout appears to be new in 1996. The supplier is not known.
The existence of a bowl without finial at HMST, very similar to the upper bowl at the Gore, (see
below) and the paucity of record-keeping at city yards, raises the possibility that the finial of the
current West fountain is a borrowing from the HMST ensemble.9 These finials may have been matching
parts, perhaps the product of the same pattern.
In this regard, establishing a complete itinerary for both the West and the HMST fountains would be
helpful, but this is not a likely prospect.

EAST FOUNTAIN AND HMST FOUNTAIN
Alerted by HMST staff of the presence of a second fountain at the Gore contemporaneous with the
initial subject of inquiry, I visited HMST on 15 Dec. 2006 to be shown textual and graphic
documentation of the location of this fountain.
A photographic image in John Weaver’s history of the city shows both fountains. The centennial
commemorative volume already noted has an ‘ “East” fountain’ at page 20.
A line in James at page 131 is interpreted as related to fountain expenditure, although this is not
explicitly stated there. 10
This East Fountain is absent from the many twentieth century photographs of the Gore and the “Gore
Extension” which are available.
A photographic image reproduced in the Hamilton Centennial page 54 bears the external caption
“Wesleyan College for Ladies: On the site of the present Royal Connaught Hotel. Note the fountain
which was at the end of the Gore, now at the Hamilton General Hospital.” 11 A photographic image on a
postcard which appears on the Hamilton Postcards website, captioned internally “City Hospital – Main
9

This disconcerting suggestion is owing to Mac Swackhammer, curator, HMST.
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James and James, A Sufficient Quantity…, Phelps Publishing, London On, 1978
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This photograph is signed “Sharpe”. Frederick Henry Sharpe (1856-1936) was a barber and amateur photographer who
made copies of photographs not taken by himself, and signed all the negatives he made, whether the original exposure
was made by himself or not . The provenance of photographs copied by him is not known. This information was
provided by Margaret Houghton in the Special Collections of the Hamilton Public library.

Entrance”, shows a fountain in the grounds before the hospital. The builders of this site give a date of
1905 –1906 for this card. The Hamilton General Hospital opened in 1882 and what remained was
demolished in 1988.

HMST FOUNTAIN
While At HMST on December`15, I was shown photographs of the remnants of a fountain or fountains
as found at Chedoke Yard (a Public Works storage facility) and saw and photographed these same four
objects there at HMST where they are presently stored. One of these, a cast iron base (figure 7), has
affixed a band of brass bearing the legend “[…] founder” (figure 8) and another bearing the legend
“1859” (figure 9). The fact that these legends are applied rather than integral to the casting implies that
the pattern was not made by the foundry. This may make importation less likely, but further research is
needed to determine whether it was usual to import entire patterns, as opposed to more portable
drawings. A Mr. Charles Robb, a consulting engineer who was employed at the time of the Gore
improvements in overseeing work at the Gartshore foundry in connection with the pumphouse engines,
is credited with some indistinct role in the design of the fountains.

Fountain base and bowl as
found at Chedoke Yard –
now at HMST

Legend in relief on brass
strip affixed to fountain
base. Some part of the
strip preceding the legend
has been torn away. At
HMST Dec 2006

A comparison of bolt circles and other measurements confirms that the four pieces at HMST are an
ensemble. It is likely that these elements were assembled together with other parts now lost, perhaps
ornamental leaves and a finial.
The bowl is identical in form to the upper bowl of the present Gore fountain, and seems to be of a size
with it as well, judging by dimensions given on the Artistic Castings drawings of 1995 discussed
above.

Legend in relief on brass strip affixed
to fountain base. At HMST, Dec 2006.

It would be useful to confirm or confute the identity of the HMST fountain with the East Fountain
formerly at the Gore, which it strongly resembles. Since the upper bowl of the present West fountain
closely resembles the HMST bowl, chemical analysis of the iron in each might confirm their
sisterhood. In that event, the City would find itself in possession of far more of the 1859 Gore ensemble
than is now known to be extant.

Shawn Selway 5 January 2007

